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The Best Winning Horse Racing System Wordpress
A systematic approach to successful race-horse handicapping, for novices and old-timers, presenting advice on
reading the race forms, judging tracks and trainers, the horses appearances, speed handicapping, and money
management
This comprehensive guide shows first-time and experienced players how to play and win at the racetrack. One
read gives you an understanding of the racing charts, and the knowledge to make the bets that give you the best
chances of winning. You'll learn the differences between stakes, handicap, allowance, maiden and claiming races,
and even how a bettor can go to the track and come back owning his own race horse. Each bet and strategy is
outlined in a step-by-step fashion, with eleven charts clearly illustrating all points made. Illustrations. 64 pages
One of the best books ever written on horseracing, Rowes original research spans forty-five years and shows how
to play and beat the track, spot hot and cold horses from betting trends, analyze and play winning favorites, betdowns and profitable exactas, evaluate trainers, jockeys, stable entries, make your own odds-line, and more!
Written in Rowes personal style and jam-packed with 27 chapters, 93 tables/charts. Ainslee says, his selection
method is by far the simplest and most sensible..Includes 93 charts and illustrations. Al Illich (author of How to
Pick Winners), called Rowe one of the best players I have known A great book from a legend. 224pages
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of the runaway phenomenon Unbroken comes a universal
underdog story about the horse who came out of nowhere to become a legend. Seabiscuit was one of the most
electrifying and popular attractions in sports history and the single biggest newsmaker in the world in 1938,
receiving more coverage than FDR, Hitler, or Mussolini. But his success was a surprise to the racing establishment,
which had written off the crooked-legged racehorse with the sad tail. Three men changed Seabiscuit’s fortunes:
Charles Howard was a onetime bicycle repairman who introduced the automobile to the western United States
and became an overnight millionaire. When he needed a trainer for his new racehorses, he hired Tom Smith, a
mysterious mustang breaker from the Colorado plains. Smith urged Howard to buy Seabiscuit for a bargainbasement price, then hired as his jockey Red Pollard, a failed boxer who was blind in one eye, half-crippled, and
prone to quoting passages from Ralph Waldo Emerson. Over four years, these unlikely partners survived a
phenomenal run of bad fortune, conspiracy, and severe injury to transform Seabiscuit from a neurotic,
pathologically indolent also-ran into an American sports icon. BONUS: This edition contains a Seabiscuit discussion
guide and an excerpt from Unbroken. Praise for Seabiscuit “Fascinating . . . Vivid . . . A first-rate piece of
storytelling, leaving us not only with a vivid portrait of a horse but a fascinating slice of American history as
well.”—The New York Times “Engrossing . . . Fast-moving . . . More than just a horse’s tale, because the humans
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who owned, trained, and rode Seabiscuit are equally fascinating. . . . [Laura Hillenbrand] shows an extraordinary
talent for describing a horse race so vividly that the reader feels like the rider.”—Sports Illustrated “REMARKABLE .
. . MEMORABLE . . . JUST AS COMPELLING TODAY AS IT WAS IN 1938.”—The Washington Post
Become A Winner Claiming Thoroughbred Racehorses
Seabiscuit
Owning, Training, and Betting Thoroughbreds
American Pharaoh
How to Win the Pick 6
Innovative Horse Race Handicapping
The creator of a revolutionary new racetrack-betting technique that calculates a horse's speed in previous races offers an understandable, anecdotal
explanation of how to use these figures to win at the track, in a new edition of the classic handicapping guide. Reprint.
" ?Is this the right book for me? Do you want to make smart choices and win at the track? Whether you are a novice better or an experienced punter, it has
all the tips and advice to help you spot a winner and enjoy this popular national pastime. This new edition has been been brought right up-to-date with
interactive features. It explains not only such basics as the form and the nature of the races, but will also explain in full where to bet, how to bet, and how to
do so successfully. It offers full and unique coverage of the latest phenomena, such as internet betting, online betting exchanges and spread betting. It also
gives you vital tips in addition to providing practical information on how to avoid credit card fraud and how to make a successful selection. Back a Winning
Horse includes: Chapter 1: Horse racing Origins of horse racing Thoroughbred horses Types of racing Grading of racing Handicaps Conditional races
Gambling on horse racing A day at the races Owning a racehorse Racing around the world Chapter 2: Racecourse betting On-course bookmakers Tote
betting Pari-mutuel Bookmaking Understanding the odds Factors affecting prices Placing a tote bet Chapter 3: Betting shops Types of price Disadvantages
of using a betting shop Writing a bet Bookmakers? rules Types of bet Chapter 4: Remote betting Internet betting Types of internet betting Types of bet
How bets are matched Ordering odds How to bet Spread betting Playing safe Telephone betting Chapter 5: Making your selection Factors you can assess
Factors you cannot assess Gathering information Systems Effect of the draw at British and Irish racecourses Chapter 6: Betting tips Be aware of rules
Appreciate your chances of winnin How bookmakers make a profit Keep records of your gambling Set a budget Staying in control Take account of all costs
Be selective Take your time Maximize returns Be realistic How bookmakers try to make you spend more money Ground Type of race Betting on handicap
races Number of runners Backing favourites Take the best price Making the best bet Betting each way Bets to avoid Placing large bets Big winners
Steamers Collecting winnings Betting exchanges Hedging Dutching Syndicate betting Chapter 7: Checking results and calculating winnings Checking
results Disputes with bookmakers Calculating winnings Using a ready reckoner Learn effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page design and interactive
features: Not got much time? One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. Author insights Lots of instant help with common
problems and quick tips for success, based on the author?s many years of experience. Test yourself Tests in the book and online to keep track of your
progress. Extend your knowledge Extra online articles to give you a richer understanding of the subject. Five things to remember Quick refreshers to help
you remember the key facts. Try this Innovative exercises illustrate what you?ve learnt and how to use it.? "
Vin Rogers loved thoroughbred horseracing and became a rider and owner himself after retirement. Now he offers an unparalleled glimpse into racetrack
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culture and the challenges that come with owning, racing, and handicapping thoroughbreds. Horseracing from the Inside Out provides a fascinating behindthe-scenes look at what's involved in acquiring and training racehorses and offers numerous tips and techniques related to handicapping and betting. In his
guide, Rogers explains how to do the following: identify the nature and idiosyncrasies of the thoroughbred racehorse, buy a racehorse of your own, consider
the pros and cons of joining a racing partnership, fine-tune the reader's handicapping and wagering tools. Rogers's insider perspective will open a new world
to you. His racetrack experiences have led to some amazing wins and heartbreaking losses as he shares anecdotes about his second career. Whether you are
considering buying a racehorse yourself or simply hoping to make educated wagers at the track, Horseracing from the Inside Out will help you make
winning choices.
Finally a coloring book for horse racing fans! Here is a selection of 10 hand drawn pages for you to colour and make your own. Award winning horse
racing photographer Cindy Pierson Dulay has drawn these images using her own photos for models. Each drawing for colouring is on a single sheet of
paper with the back left blank, so colors won't bleed through. There are images of running horses, winner's circle, and close-up head shots plus two sheets
of jockey silks, one with designs and one for you to draw your own designs.
Proven Betting Formulas For Winning Money at the Track
Thoroughbred Champions
The Wonder Horse
The American Stud Book
An American Legend
The Mathematics of Horse Racing
A Horseplayer's Guide
Winning Horseracing HandicappingSecrets of a Successful Horseracing HandicapperFifth Leg PubPicking WinnersA
Horseplayer's GuideHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
A concise and powerful strategy focusing on taking calculated risks and eliminating lame horses to reveals the short list
of potential winners—where the profit in a horse race can be found. Readers learn how to analyze the real factors that
influence a race and eliminate horses that have little chance of winning—narrowing the short list of winners and
immediately increasing a bettor’s chances of cashing tickets. James Hillis shows which races are difficult to predict, and
likewise, the races that can best be handicapped and where the profit can be found. Packed with sage advice, this book
reveals more than fifty key factors for beating the horses and the key secrets the author has track-tested for decades.
The sixth edition of the definitive history of horse racing! Written by three acknowledged authorities, this sixth edition of
The Complete Encyclopedia of Horse Racing tells the story of the "sport of kings" from its beginnings till today. Revised
and updated to include the latest equine superstars, including US Triple Crown winner American Pharoah, this definitive
illustrated reference provides essential information on all the top jockeys and trainers, the leading owners, and the most
celebrated horses. Every personality (human and equine), event, and issue of importance in the history of both flat racing
and steeplechasing is included, as is the off-track world of racing, gambling, scandals, and disasters; social and cultural
aspects, media coverage and the business of racing. Every page a visually exciting and information-packed celebration of
the sport that fans will find invaluable.
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Make money in thoroughbred racing now. No more putting out money with no return. Marino Specogna outlines the steps
to become a consistent winner as an owner, and a handicapper. Learn to never claim a losing horse, and learn how to find
that special claimer that will continually take you to the winner's circle. Training and Jockey secrets are exposed allowing
the beginner or pro handicapper to pick consistent winners. This is a complete Thoroughbred horse guide to, claiming
winners and claiming unknown superstars, outlining breeding and handicapping basics, and most importantly, finding the
right trainer for you. Ever wonder what a proper feed program is for a horse? How about the type of steroid program to
turn an average horse into a winning athlete? Or, why do the same people continually end up in the winners' circle? Learn
these secrets and more. Learn from the Author who claimed a $10,000 filly, then four months later ran her in a $225,000
Breeders Cup race, and, in a five month span, made over $150,000!!! Learn the secrets to consistently claim winners. If
you want to keep losing money, do not buy the book, if you want to become a winner, and stay at the top, you will keep
this book with you at all times. Learn how to find your winner today!
Secrets of a Successful Horseracing Handicapper
UK Horse Racing Betting Systems
The Horse God Built
The General Stud-book
The Illustrated Guide to the World of the Thoroughbred
How to Wager and Win on America's Biggest Horse Race
Back a Winning Horse
One of the best books ever written on horse racing, Rowe's original research spans forty-five years and shows how to play and
beat the track, spot hot and cold horses from betting trends, analyze and play winning favorites, bet-downs and profitable exactas,
evaluate trainers, jockeys, stable entries, make your own odds-line, and more! Written in Rowe's personal style and jam-packed
with 27 chapters, 93 tables/charts. Ainslee says, "(his) selection method is by far the simplest and most sensible..." Includes 93
charts and illustrations. Al Illich, author of How to Pick Winners, called Rowe "one of the best players I have known..." A great
book from a legend. 232 pages
The Mathematics of Horse Racing is about an analysis program that delves into the realm of horse racing to prove that this
innovative quantitative approach, based on the statistical principles of correlation, has a far greater success rate in an industry
that eludes most. Important to note is that at the back end of all information that adds value there lies a system of analysis.In
today's internet age there is an explosion of data. The reality is that not much can be done with data that has not been processed.
The difficulty lies in making sense of all this data by transforming it into information, which implies determining what is relevant
and eliminating the irrelevant. Importantly, what exactly does specific data represent and how could we use it to understand and
even determine specific outcomes? Or what does present or past data have on future events? The correlation program, i.e. the
CET Analysis Program, proves its horse racing capability to forecast the best horses that had finished in the top of several horse
race meetings - which has not been limited to South Africa but beyond. The Mathematics of Horse Racing presents substantive
evidence in the form of primarily winning tickets that conclusively proves the accuracy of the CET program to analysis data
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beyond the present subject of horse racing. Emphasis is twofold - firstly, statistical science and its relationship to the CET
methodology and secondly, its application that resulted in the documenting of actual horse race winning tickets."Data do not give
up their secrets easily. They must be tortured to confess."Jeff Hopperwww.cetanalysis.com
 INTRODUCTION 2 HORSE FITNESS: How Fit is a horse, too many punters is a dark area that is hard to fathom. Whether you are
on-course at the track or off-course looking on your computer monitors or mobile phone of horses in the mounting yard; I will
teach you how to pick the fittest horses. Commentators and press remind us that fit horses win races and is important for punters
to know this, but few can tell you how fit your next bet is. For 33 years I document the patterns of the physic of horses and which
horses repeated patterns and won and which patterns lost. I was determined to place a quantitative figure of fitness on a horse
that no one in 400 years had. In the world of punting we need an edge that is not in your form guides, our 28.8 Fitness % Ratings
supply; that missing edge for punters to win. I WILL SHOW YOU OUR 12 BEST BETS ON FITNESS AND TEACH YOU FITNESS
RATINGS. A fit horse can run @ 50kph, and unfit horse struggles at 35kph. Why back an unfit horse? Fitness is THE NUMBER
ONE FORM punters need to win and I will teach you my science edge in fitness that has taken me 60 years in racing to learn.
The Kentucky Derby attracts thousands of spectators on and off track and millions of wagering dollars. Now for the first time
there's one title geared specifically for successfully handicapping and playing America's biggest race day.The author discusses
proven historical handicapping methods, the advantages of modern exotic betting menus, and other expert tools that will enhance
both your wallett and your Kentucky Derby experience.
Horse Racing Colouring Book
Smarter Bets the Exacta Way
Top 100 Racehorses of the 20th Century
Horse Racing Formula
Beyer on Speed
Winning Horseracing Handicapping
Handicap Like A Pro, Claim Like A Pro, A Guide For The Beginner Or The Pro

Back in the day – say, the 1930s – if you wanted to gamble, the only legal action was the local
horse track. Sure, Nevada had casinos, but nowhere else. There were no lotteries, no riverboats,
no Internet. Horse racing was not just the only legal gambling option, but it was also one of
America’s most popular sporting events. Only baseball could rival horse racing for fan appeal
and newspaper headlines. It was a time of Seabiscuit, War Admiral, and Whirlaway. Flash forward
to today. Some form of gambling is available in almost every state. There are casinos damn near
everywhere, on land, on water, on reservations. Mega-jackpot state lotteries flourish. Daily
Fantasy Sports are the latest “next big thing” online, and, of course, we’ve gone through a boomand-bust-and-reborn cycle with online poker. And racing? Long proclaimed dead more than once,
horse racing, specifically Thoroughbred racing, is alive and well. Who doesn’t know about
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American Pharoah, the first Triple Crown AND Breeder’s Cup winner ever? There are new tracks
popping up across the country, and horse racing is as strong as ever overseas, as England,
Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and Hong Kong have strong racing programs. And, thanks to
the Internet, you can wager on ALL OF IT. The ABC’s of Online Horse Racing looks at the various
online websites that provide you with a box seat on the action. Every aspect of setting up an
account and learning the betting pad are covered, and later chapters teach you how to handicap
like the professionals. Geared to gamblers who have never considered betting the ponies, The
ABC’s of Online Horse Racing is a beginner’s guide to online horse racing, teaching you how and
where to watch, wager, and win in the 21st Century version of this great sport.
Follows The Blood-Horse's Top 100 list, beginning with Man o' War in the No. 1 spot and ending
with Blue Larkspur at No. 100.
A powerful classic that shows experienced and novice handicappers how to analyze their real
winning chances when playing favorites, middles odds and longshots, and in 25 winning systems,
the proper formula they need to win by betting each group. A powerful classic that shows
experienced and novice handicappers how to analyze their real winning chances when playing
favorites, middles odds, and longshots—and in twenty-five winning systems, the proper formula
they need to win by betting each group.
The methods and angles that follow have been among Ken Osterman's favorites over the years. They
have been developed and tested on races at racetracks all over the country. There are systems
that cover all three main breeds of horse racing: thoroughbreds, quarter horses, and
standardbreds. The rules of the handicapping angle are clearly explained and easy to find horses
that qualify for a bet. There are a couple of systems that use that tote board and require no
past performances. These are systems that Ken Osterman has used successfully at race and sports
books. The rules for each system are clearly explained, so it is understood why they work. Tips
for improving these systems are also provided. Here is the list of the systems Thoroughbred 1
Best Jockey - Long Shot Method 2 Bet the Fastest Horse 3 The B6 Sprint System for Thoroughbreds
4 A Beaten Favorite System 5 Class on the Turf 6 The New Low Claiming Price Angle 7 The Route
Speed Method 8 Three Strikes and You're Out - A Maiden Claiming Route Angle 9 An Australian
Thoroughbred Betting Method - Show a profit down under Quarter Horse 10 The Hidden Speed Horse
Angle 11 The Quarter Horse Speed Index Method 12 A Quarter Horse Elimination Method Harness
racing 13 The Qualifier Advantage 14 Morning Line Overlay 15 The Quick Rating Method for Harness
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Racing 16 The Non-Winners of X Races Lifetime Angle Tote Board Methods 17 Tote Board Magic 18
Tote Board Magic II 19 Betting Favorites Using the Modified d'Alembert Betting Method
The Sure Thing
Picking Winners
28.8 My 12 BEST BETS ON FIT HORSES
An introductory guide to betting on horse racing
After 60 years in racing I will show you what are my best bets using your fitness edge. A huge
bonus.
Horse Racing's Big $$$ Payout
The Art and Science of Picking Winning Horses
Back a Winning Horse will help you make smart choices and win at the track. Whether you are a novice better or an experienced punter, it has all the
tips and advice to help you spot a winner and enjoy this popular national pastime. This new edition has been been brought right up-to-date with
interactive features. It explains not only such basics as the form and the nature of the races, but will also explain in full where to bet, how to bet, and
how to do so successfully. It offers full and unique coverage of the latest phenomena, such as internet betting, online betting exchanges and spread
betting. It also gives you vital tips in addition to providing practical information on how to avoid credit card fraud and how to make a successful
selection. NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of
instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the authors' many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book
and online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer
understanding of horse racing. FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts. TRY THIS Innovative
exercises illustrate what you've learnt and how to use it.
I graduated from University with a computer science degree many years ago when a degree meant something! I was always interested in horse racing
and was fascinated in solving the UK horse racing form puzzle. I started my own computer business in my early 20’s where I made good money and
travelled across Europe. It was at this point in my life I decided to start a horse tipping business where I had weekly full page colour adverts in the
Racing Post at 2K per advert and offices. I left the running of this horse tipping business to staff who were responsible for all parts of the business
while I concentrated on my computer business. In my late 30’s around 1990 I decided to use my computer skills to computerise and model UK
horse racing form using a database built with 10 years of detailed horse racing form. It was over a period of 2 years that I concentrated my efforts on
UK handicap races in conjunction with the betting exchange Betfair. This is where I believed maximum profit could be gained. The computer model
allowed me to process 100’s of handicap races per day and then formulate my system tweeking a horse’s weight and BHB or OR ( Official Rating ).
I must confess this was a difficult puzzle to crack even with a computer program that I wrote to crunch the data. I eventually found the correct weight
and BHB rating for a horse based on it’s last performances in handicap races. This eBook outlines this system and can be manually applied easily
using the Racing Post on the internet.
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In this work, Kolb describes how to be a successful bettor at the racetrack.
A guide to horse racing that provides information and tips on making smart bets, assessing jockeys, trainers, and horses, understanding race track
programs, avoiding common mistakes, and managing funds.
Frankel
Horseplayer
The Greatest Gambling Story Ever Told
Horseplayers
Betting the Kentucky Derby
A Simple Process to Winning on Horse Racing
Basics of Winning Horseracing
He was the perfect horse, it was said, "the horse God built." Most of us know the legend of
Secretariat, the tall, handsome chestnut racehorse whose string of honors runs long and rich: the only
two-year-old ever to win Horse of the Year, in 1972; winner in 1973 of the Triple Crown, his times in
all three races still unsurpassed; featured on the cover of Time, Newsweek, and Sports Illustrated; the
only horse listed on ESPN's top fifty athletes of the twentieth century (ahead of Mickey Mantle). His
final race at Toronto's Woodbine Racetrack is a touchstone memory for horse lovers everywhere. Yet
while Secretariat will be remembered forever, one man, Eddie "Shorty" Sweat, who was pivotal to the
great horse's success, has been all but forgotten---until now. In The Horse God Built, bestselling
equestrian writer Lawrence Scanlan has written a tribute to an exceptional man that is also a backroads
journey to a corner of the racing world rarely visited. As a young black man growing up in South
Carolina, Eddie Sweat struggled at several occupations before settling on the job he was born
for---groom to North America's finest racehorses. As Secretariat's groom, loyal friend, and protector,
Eddie understood the horse far better than anyone else. A wildly generous man who could read a horse
with his eyes, he shared in little of the financial success or glamour of Secretariat's wins on the
track, but won the heart of Big Red with his soft words and relentless devotion. In Scanlan's rich
narrative, we get a groom's-eye view of the racing world and the vantage of a man who spent every
possible moment with the horse he loved, yet who often basked in the horse's glory from the sidelines.
More than anything else, The Horse God Built is a moving portrait of the powerful bond between human
and horse.
""Secretariat" is an elegantly crafted, exhilarating tale of speed and power, grace and greatness, told
with such immediacy that the reader is lost in the rush of horses and the clatter and ring of the
grandstand." --Laura Hillenbrand, bestselling author of "Seabiscuit" Updated with a new preface by the
author In 1973, Secretariat, the greatest champion in horse-racing history, won the Triple Crown. The
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only horse to ever grace the covers of "Time," "Newsweek," and "Sports Illustrated" in the same week,
he also still holds the record for the fastest times in both the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont Stakes.
He was also the only non-human chosen as one of ESPN's "50 Greatest Athletes of the Century." The tale
of "Big Red" is an enduring and inspiring classic, more than thirty years after its initial
publication.
Author provides thoroughbred horse racing secrets and tips on becoming a successful thoroughbred horse
owner or handicapper. The author outlines the keys for success in the thoroughbred horse racing
industry.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER History was made at the 2015 Belmont Stakes when American Pharoah won the
Triple Crown, the first since Affirmed in 1978. As magnificent as the champion is, the team behind him
has been all too human while on the road to immortality. Written by an award-winning New York Times
sportswriter, American Pharoah is the definitive account not only of how the ethereal colt won the
Kentucky Derby, Preakness, and Belmont Stakes, but how he changed lives. Through extensive interviews,
Drape explores the making of an exceptional racehorse, chronicling key events en route to history.
Covering everything from the flamboyant owner's successful track record, the jockey's earlier
heartbreaking losses, and the Hall of Fame trainer's intensity, Drape paints a stirring portrait of a
horse for the ages and the people around him.
The Complete Encyclopedia of Horse Racing
A Fresh New Approach to Horse Race Analysis
the art of war
ABC’s of Online Horse Racing: Watch – Wager – Win
The Untold Story of the Triple Crown Winner's Legendary Rise
How to Win at Horseracing
New Strategies for Racetrack Betting
Former Santa Anita handicapper and author, Paul Lambrakis, offers up a fresh new approach to horse race analysis. Paul tells readers that in order to
handicap more effectively and get better prices, they must eliminate the speed figures from their handicapping. According to Paul, who has been
handicapping for over thirty-five years, the speed figures have never delivered on what they set out to do years ago. What they deliver is disappointment
and short prices. Paul's method of horse race analysis is practical and straightforward. He tells you what areas of the past performances to focus on
and what to look for. Paul will also reveal to you the one area of the PP's that most handicappers overlook. It is here where you will find valuable clues
to help you spot those higher-paying horses. Innovative Horse Race Handicapping is tailor-made for handicapping all the major US racetracks!
How to enjoy a day at the races-and bet to win! The last two years have seen a record number of Americans tune in for climatic Triple Crown races
featuring Smarty Jones and Funny Cide; in 2004, television viewership jumped a whopping 61 percent over the record set in 2003, and the Belmont
Stakes race itself drew a record crowd of more than 120,000! This easy-to-understand guide shows first-time visitors to the track how to enjoy the sport
of horse racing-and make smart bets. It explains what goes on at the track, what to look for in horses and jockeys, how to read a racing form and do
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simple handicapping, and how to manage betting funds and make wagers that stand a good chance of paying off. Complete with coverage of off-track
and online betting, it's just what anyone needs to play the ponies-and win! Richard Eng (Las Vegas, NV) is a racing writer and handicapper for the Las
Vegas Review-Journal, a columnist for the Daily Racing Form, and the host of a horseracing radio program in Las Vegas. He was formerly a part of
the ABC Sports team that covered the Triple Crown.
How badly do you want to be a successful horse player? Are you passionate and ready to step up to the next level? Start by thinking of yourself as a
horseplayer and think of playing the horses as a business. Bill Peterson has been playing the races for decades and will guide you race by race through
the process of finding the right races to play, evaluating the runners, creating a hierarchy of probability, and finally, matching the right win or exacta
bet to the race. This is not a book of theory, but an actual workbook that will teach you the complete process. You will learn to avoid some races while
playing the races that you have a chance to win. Learn to handicap the race to determine each horse's ability and then match the right betting strategy
to the race with this complete guide.
The Greatest Gambling Story Ever Told is an inspiring personal narrative about a filly named Winning Colors who broke through the male-dominated
world of horseracing, and a trio of gamblers who embark on an unforgettable adventure as epic as the horse's historic victory. It's Seabiscuit meets
Narcos, and the best true-life gambling story ever tol
Life at the Track
Betting on Horse Racing For Dummies
A True Tale of Three Gamblers, the Kentucky Derby, and the Mexican Cartel
Horse Racing's Top 100 Moments
The Greatest Coup in Horse Racing History
The Untold Story of Secretariat, the World's Greatest Racehorse
Become a Winner Claiming Thoroughbred Race Horses

This fun and witty exposé of horse racing in America goes behind the scenes at the track,
providing a serious gambler's-eye view of the action. Ted McClelland spent a year at tracks and
off-track betting facilities in Chicago and across the country, profiling the people who make a
career of gambling on horses. This account follows his personal journey of what it means to be
a horseplayer as he gambles with his book advance using various betting and handicapping
strategies along the way. A colourful cast of characters is introduced, including the intensely
disciplined Scott McMannis, "The Professor," a one-time college instructor who now teaches a
course in handicapping, and Mary Schoenfeldt, a former nun and gifted handicapper who donates
all of her winnings to charity. This moving account of wins, losses, and personal turmoil
provides a realistic look at gamblers, gambling, and life at the track.
__________________ The bookies always win. But one man has been proving them wrong for four
decades. In the summer of 1975 Barney Curley, a fearless and renowned gambler, masterminded one
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of the most spectacular gambles of all time with a racehorse called Yellow Sam. With a
meticulous, entirely legal plan involving dozens of people, perfectly timed phone calls, sealed
orders and months of preparation, Curley and Yellow Sam beat the bookmakers and cost them
millions. They said that it could never happen again. But in May 2010, thirty-five years after
his first coup, Curley staged the ultimate multi-million-pound-winning sequel. The Sure Thing
tells the complete story of how he managed to organise the biggest gamble in racing history and how he then followed up with yet another audacious scheme in January 2014.
Some of horse racing's most respected authorities looked at feats of greatness, world records,
legendary rivalries, and innovations to rank the sport's top 100 moments. They weighed
individual accomplishments against industry initiatives, innovations against lucky breaks to
come up with the definitive list. They pondered Secretariat's 31-length Belmont Stakes victory,
Smarty Jones' elusive Triple Crown, the creation of the Breeders' Cup, and advancements in
equine surgery. Racing's top 100 list will generate debate for years to come, just as did the
ranking of Man o' War over Secretariat as Horse of the Century. Richly illustrated with
historic and modern photos, Horse Racing's Top 100 Moments also contains comprehensive lists of
leading earners, fastest times, highest prices, and most races won.
How to Win At Horseracing
Secretariat
Back A Winning Horse
A Winning Strategy
Horseracing from the Inside Out
19 Valuable Horse Racing Betting Systems
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